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Katz and colleagues summarize knowledge on associations between drug pharmacokinetics and variations in genes coding for proteins involved in drug disposition. They propose a novel strategy in which ...
Defining drug disposition determinants: a pharmacogenetic–pharmacokinetic strategy
Ovarian cancer is the fifth most common cancer in women ... of developing ovarian cancer due to an identified genetic mutation differing from those for women with a family history of the disease. This ...
Ovarian Cancer Screening Guidelines
But it is critical that we start to take evolution, rather than just genetic change ... theory takes a similar approach. In behavioural ecology, for example, researchers have adopted what is known as ...
The fight against coronavirus needs to embrace evolutionary theory
The speed with which Moderna and its primary mRNA competitor, a partnership between Pfizer Inc. and BioNTech SE, devised their shots has made a major contribution to the fight to end the pandemic.
Moderna’s Next Act Is Using mRNA vs. Flu, Zika, HIV, and Cancer
The foundational principles of dog training have much in common with those of human training. Here’s what we can learn from both.
These 7 Dog-Training Principles Work for Humans, Too
We are two researchers who have been working to find genes that affect people’s risk for various diseases. Our team recently found a genetic region that appears to be protective ...
Mixed-ancestry genetic research shows a bit of Native American DNA could reduce risk of Alzheimer's disease
Abstract Prostate cancer (PrCa) is one of the most common cancers in men, but little is known about factors affecting its clinical outcomes. Genome-wide ass ...
Novel Prostate Cancer Susceptibility Gene SP6 Predisposes Patients to Aggressive Disease - Full Text Article
They want identity politics, or racial tribalism for minorities, to thrive and critical race theory, or racial guilt for majorities, to dominate our schools and media. On the public Right, where ...
Identity Politics and Critical Race Theory
Originally discovered as a bacterial mode of defense against invading viruses, the remarkable ability of CRISPR-Cas9 to modify specific locations of DNA has made it a researcher favorite among gene ...
Three-in-one approach boosts the silencing power of CRISPR
Fishman’s Pulmonary Diseases and Disorders, 5th ed ... is devoted to the genetic, cellular, structural, and physiologic basis of normal lungs and during injury and repair. The third part has chapters ...
Fishman’s Pulmonary Diseases and Disorders, 5th Edition
Breeding better crops through genetic engineering has been possible for decades, but the use of genetically modified plants has been limited by technical challenges and popular controversies. A new ...
New approach can add diversity to crop species without breeding GMOs
After months of market rumors and speculation, activist investor Elliott has begun its assault on CEO Emma Walmsley with a lengthy manifesto on the need for a shakeup at the top — starting with a new ...
Activist Elliott begins its long-awaited assault on CEO Emma Walmsley and a GlaxoSmithKline that has 'lost its way'
“The genetic make-up of our species does not change ... The purpose of this article is not to challenge the concept of transgender identity but rather to highlight that there have been ...
Gender distress treatment in young people: a highly charged debate
University of Pennsylvania researchers delivered a base editor to prenatal and postnatal mouse models of Hurler syndrome, a genetic, lysosomal storage disease that causes organ swelling, muscle ...
Penn team uses CRISPR to edit out genetic disease before and after birth in mice
The development of novel quantitative approaches allowed researchers to see biological variation in populations of fruit flies.
How Mathematical and Statistical Concepts Help Understanding of Life Mechanisms
As of May 5th, state lawmakers have introduced bills ... sensitive types of (political affiliations, biometric, genetic) personal information and the invisible sharing and re-sharing of such ...
Where Is the Consumer In Consumer Privacy Legislation?
Our sequenced courses combine scientific and quantitative concepts and skills with critical perspectives from the social sciences, arts, and design. Our unique approach enables you ...
Eugene Lang College of Liberal Arts
Breeding better crops through genetic engineering has been possible for decades, but the use of genetically modified plants has been limited by technical challenges and popular controversies. A new ap ...
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